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Introduction to the Advisers Act

◼ Full and fair disclosure: tell the truth: prove that you’re doing what you said 
you’d do and how you disclosed you would do it

◼ Fiduciary duties
◼ Substantive obligations in, under and arising from the Advisers Act, other 

U.S. federal securities laws and the rules thereunder
◼ Other requirements/issues

– Supervision
– Examinations
– Enforcement
– Brokerage
– CFTC scope



Who is a “U.S. person”?

The SEC uses the Regulation S definition of “U.S. person”, which is based on residence

• Individuals: where they reside

• Partnerships and companies: where incorporated

• if not organized in a U.S. state, it is not a U.S. person; however

◼ it would be a U.S. person if  it was (i) organized or incorporated under the laws of 
any foreign jurisdiction and (ii) formed by a U.S. person principally for the purpose of 
investing in securities not registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, unless it 
was organized or incorporated, and owned, by accredited investors (as defined in 
Regulation S who are not natural persons, estates or trusts

• Trusts, estates, &c: the location of trustees, executors

• Investment managers: where the clients reside

Release IA-3222 and Rule 203(m)-1 – Private Fund Adviser exemption: “A client will not be considered a United 
States person if the client was not a United States person at the time of becoming a client of the adviser.” 

Release IA-3222 and Rule 203(m)-1 – Foreign Private Adviser exemption: “A person who is in the United States may 
be treated as not being in the United States if such person was not in the United States at the time of 
becoming a client or, in the case of an investor in a private fund, each time the investor acquires securities 
issued by the fund.” 



If you want to manage assets for U.S. persons?

1. No involvement with the United States?

– No need to register as an investment adviser under the Advisers Act (“RIA”) or 
file a report to become a “Private Fund Adviser”

2. Manage U.S. money directly in separately managed accounts (“SMAs”), not via a 
private fund

– Satisfy the Foreign Private Adviser exemption or become an RIA

3. You want to manage U.S. money only in a private fund

– Use the Private Fund Adviser exemption and become an “Exempt Reporting 
Adviser” (“ERA”) or become an RIA

4. You want to manage U.S. money in SMAs and also in a private fund

– If you have 15 or more U.S. person clients (direct in SMAs or investors in a 
private fund) or more than $25m from these U.S. person clients, you must 
become an RIA

5. If you are an affiliate of an RIA that wants you to provide it with research, advice or 
recommendations for it to use for its U.S. clients

– Become a “participating affiliate”



Fiduciary duty

SEC v Capital Gains Research Bureau, 375 U.S. 180 (1963)

Every adviser subject to the Advisers Act is a fiduciary

“[T]he Investment Advisers Act of 1940 reflects a … congressional intent to 
eliminate, or at least to expose, all conflicts of interest which might incline an 
investment adviser—consciously or unconsciously—to render advice which was 
not disinterested.”  “[I]nvestment advisers are fiduciaries of their clients, and 
therefore owe those clients "an affirmative duty of utmost good faith.”

Fiduciary duty includes the duties of loyalty and care – must always act in the best 
interests of clients



2019 Standards of Conduct Interpretation 
Fiduciary duties of loyalty and care (and the 
August 2022 Staff Bulletin)

• The duty of care includes, among other things:
o duty to provide advice that is in the best interest of the client: 

suitability and a reasonable basis for recommendations
o duty to seek best execution
o duty to provide advice and monitoring over the course of the 

relationship

• The duty of loyalty requires that an adviser not place its own interest 
ahead of its client’s interests. Adviser must 
o make full and fair disclosure of all material facts relating to the 

advisory relationship 
o eliminate or at least make full and fair disclosure of all conflicts of 

interest and the means to address (mitigate) them



Key aspects of a Compliance program

◼ Board-level commitment and management buy-in: “Compliance tone at the top”
◼ Based on your business

– Identify risks and record these in the Compliance Risk Inventory (“CRI”)
– Identify material conflicts of interest and the means to address (mitigate) 

them and add them to the Conflicts Log

◼ The Compliance Rule, Rule 206(4)-7

◼ Disclosure: Form ADV Parts 1, 2A and 2B and Form CRS

◼ Code of Ethics, Rule 204A-1

◼ Monitoring and forensic testing

◼ Business Continuity Plan – current and tested regularly

◼ Cybersecurity - ditto

◼ Reg. S-P and Identity Theft Red Flags (data protection) – if applicable



Compliance tone at the top

◼ The environment a firm's leadership establishes in which compliance is a bedrock 
value and a critical component of every employee’s job

◼ It is demonstrated, not discussed, by the CEO, the directors, management and 
supervisors

◼ A key consideration that the Division of Examinations (“EXAMS”) looks for
– Is there a tone at the top? What is it and its framework, in terms of culture, 

environment, discharge of fiduciary duty? How is it documented?

– What are a firm's lines of defence? For business units, who supervises, how are 
they responsible for compliance (noting that the CCO is the trusted adviser and 
“good counsellor”)? What does compliance do? What is the role of audit and/or 
oversight? How does senior management "backstop" this?

– In sum, "who is responsible for record keeping, pre-trade allocation, best 
execution monitoring and testing and so on, and who checks these people?"



Rule 206(4)-7

1. Adopt and implement written policies and procedures (“WPPs”) reasonably 
designed to prevent violation by the adviser and its supervised persons of 
the Advisers Act and the rules thereunder

2. Designate a CCO (as the SEC stated when it adopted this rule, the CCO must 
be Advisers Act knowledgeable and competent, and empowered with 
responsibility and authority) 

3. Review not less than annually the adequacy and effectiveness of the WPPs



Policies and procedures

◼ Adopt and implement

◼ written policies and procedures

◼ reasonably designed

◼ to prevent violation 

◼ by the adviser and its Supervised Persons

◼ of the Advisers Act and the rules thereunder



Policies and procedures

◼ Portfolio management processes, including: 
– allocation of investment opportunities among clients
– consistency of portfolios with clients' investment objectives
– disclosures by the adviser
– Compliance with applicable regulatory restrictions

◼ Trading practices, including: 
– procedures by which the adviser satisfies its best execution obligation 
– uses client brokerage to obtain research and other services (soft dollar 

arrangements) 
– allocates aggregated trades among clients

◼ Proprietary trading of the adviser (if done) and personal account dealing 
(“PAD”) activities of Access Persons

◼ The accuracy of disclosures made to investors, clients and regulators, 
including account statements and advertisements 



Policies and procedures

◼ Safeguarding client assets

◼ The accurate creation of required books and records and their maintenance in 
a manner that secures them from unauthorized alteration or use and protects 
them from untimely destruction

◼ Marketing advisory services, including the use of solicitors

◼ Processes to value client holdings and assess fees based on those valuations

◼ Safeguards for the privacy protection of client records and information

◼ BCP

◼ Remote working

◼ Cybersecurity



Compliance policies and procedures

◼ Cybersecurity 

◼ Portfolio management

◼ Insider trading/prevent information leakage

◼ Code of ethics and personal account dealing

◼ Appropriateness of account type

◼ Outsourcing

◼ Safekeeping client assets

◼ Brokerage selection and best execution

◼ Aggregation/bunching and allocation

◼ Adherence to investment objectives

◼ Principal transactions

◼ Cross trading

◼ Softing arrangements

◼ Trade errors

◼ Brochure delivery

◼ Form ADV filings

◼ Exchange Act filings (13D, 13G, 13F, 13H 
and Section 16 Forms 3, 4 and 5)

◼ ERISA accounts

◼ Outside interests

◼ Valuation and fee calculations

◼ Proxy voting

◼ Advertising

◼ Marketing including use of solicitors

◼ Confidentiality

◼ Privacy – Reg S-P

◼ Anti-money laundering

◼ Gifts & entertainment

◼ Political contributions – “pay to play”
◼ Supervisory functions

◼ Role of CCO

◼ Maintenance of books and records

◼ Business continuity plan

◼ Bribery and foreign corrupt practices

◼ Whistleblowers

◼ Identity theft red flags 



Risks and conflicts of interest

“Each adviser, in designing its policies and procedures, should first identify 
conflicts and other compliance factors creating risk exposure for the firm 

and its clients in light of the firm’s particular operations, and then design 
policies and procedures that address those risks.” 

“Compliance Programs of Investment Companies and Investment Advisers”, Advisers Act Release 2204, 68 F.R. 
74714, 74720 (December 24, 2003). https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/ia-2204.pdf (“Compliance Release”)

https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/ia-2204.pdf


Disclosure – 4Cs compliant

◼ All disclosures and documents must be 4Cs compliant

– Current

– Materially Correct

– Clear

– Concise

◼ Do not use precatory language – “could”, “may” or “might”, “possible” or 
“potential”



Disclosure and Form ADV requirements

Disclosures must be materially correct - no material misstatements or omissions

Annual Amendment for Parts 1 and 2A and Form CRS

◼ Amend Form ADV Parts 1 and 2A and Form CRS each year by filing an annual updating 
amendment within 90 days after the end of your fiscal year

◼ Update responses to all items, including the Schedules

Other-than-Annual Amendment for Parts 1 and 2A: amend Form ADV when

◼ information in Items 1, 3, 9 (except 9.A.(2), 9.B.(2), 9.E., and 9.F.) or 11 becomes inaccurate in 
any way

◼ information in Items 4, 8, or 10 becomes materially inaccurate 

◼ Information in Part 2A (brochure) becomes materially inaccurate

Amend Form CRS

Distribute Part 2B when an account is opened, amend and distribute when information 
changes and annually

Do not forget – Regulation S-P Privacy Statement



Supervision

◼ Under Advisers Act Section 203(e)(6), must supervise with a view to preventing
violations of the federal securities laws

◼ Nearly every violation of the Advisers Act and the rules thereunder may also 
involve a failure to supervise

◼ What you must do

– Adopt, implement and administer policies and procedures reasonably designed 
to prevent (or detect and correct) violations of law

– Adopt, implement and administer policies and procedures reasonably designed 
to provide for proper supervision

– Keep evidence that a supervisor reasonably discharged their duties and 
obligations under such policies and procedures without reasonable cause to 
believe they were not being followed

◼ Understand the implications of the proposal “Outsourcing by Investment Advisers”, 
to “establish minimum and consistent oversight requirements for [RIAs] that 
outsource certain services or functions to service providers”



CCOs and supervision

◼ A CCO is not a supervisor by nature of their position

◼ A CCO may be found to have supervisory responsibilities where they have the 
“responsibility, ability, or authority to affect the conduct of the employee whose 
behavior is at issue.”

◼ Avoid supervisory liability by   

– Acting as a consultant, good counsellor and adviser to line supervisors and 
escalating issues if they fail to act 

– Clearly designating responsibility to business line personnel

◼ Frequently Asked Questions about Liability of Compliance and Legal Personnel at 
Broker-Dealers under Sections 15(b)(4) and 15(b)(6) of the Exchange Act (30 
September 2013 – legally relevant to RIAs



CCO

◼ Designation of a single individual

◼ Competent and knowledgeable

◼ Empowered with full responsibility and authority
◼ Personal liability

– Principal
– Aider and abettor
– Ignored Red Flags
– “Dual hatting”
– Failure to supervise? - note FAQs on liability of Compliance and Legal 

personnel
– Lawyers – can’t be both lawyer and compliance officer at the same time

◼ When “not Liable”  



Conflicts of interest

◼ Identify material conflicts, the effect(s) that they have on the adviser and its 
clients and the means to resolve them

◼ Disclosure in Form ADV Part 2A must be clear and concrete so that a reasonable 
prospect or client understands clearly the conflict and how it is addressed

◼ Examples

– Outside business interests, dual hatting, portfolio manager sitting on advisory 
committee/board of directors of investment or investment company, expenses and 
fees, favoring some clients, side-by-side management, trade allocation, proxy voting, 
referrals, undisclosed compensation – and more 

◼ Tough SEC enforcement actions up the stakes for deficient disclosure or failure 
to act in accordance with disclosures

– Advisers may be sued if their disclosures are materially incorrect, in particular, there is 
a material omission, such as an undisclosed conflict of interest

◼ Conflicts are everywhere!!!!! http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/conflicts-
everywhere-full-360-view.html#.VPXI-VhybKY

http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/conflicts-everywhere-full-360-view.html#.VPXI-VhybKY


Risk-based monitoring and testing

◼ Monitoring and testing should

– Generate data to prove that a control addresses a risk

– Confirm whether we have the right control, generating right data, finding 
patterns and/or exceptions and addressing the results

– Looking for the right things? Generating wrong data?

◼ Review the output of monitoring and testing

– Look for patterns and outliers

– Cross test e.g., personal trading against gifts and entertainment, 
recommendations, orders, trading and allocations

◼ Lack of testing demonstrates ineffective controls

◼ Failure to spot or respond to issues means bad controls

◼ Address issues when they arise

◼ Never ignore anything

◼ Change when required



Cybersecurity

◼ Spotlight, "Cybersecurity, the SEC and You", www.sec.gov/spotlight/cybersecurity 

◼ “Cybersecurity: Ransomware Alert” (July 10, 2020), https://www.sec.gov/files/Risk%20Alert%20-
%20Ransomware.pdf

◼ “Cybersecurity and Resiliency Observations”, OCIE Report (January 27, 2020), 
https://www.sec.gov/files/OCIE-Cybersecurity-and-Resiliency-Observations-2020-508.pdf

◼ Risk Alert, “Risk Alert: Safeguarding Customer Records and Information in Network Storage - Use 
of Third Party Security Features” (May 23, 2019), www.sec.gov/ocie/announcement/risk-alert-
network-storage

◼ Risk Alert, “Investment Adviser and Broker-Dealer Compliance Issues Related to Regulation S-P -
Privacy Notices and Safeguard Policies” (April 16, 2019), www.sec.gov/ocie/announcement/ocie-
risk-alert-regulation-s-p

◼ In re Voya Financial Advisors Inc, Advisers Act Release 5048 (September 26, 2018), 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2018/34-84288.pdf

◼ “Commission Statement and Guidance on Public Company Cybersecurity Disclosures”, Securities 
Act Release 10459 (February 21, 2018), https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2018/33-10459.pdf.

◼ Risk Alert, “Observations from Cybersecurity Examinations” (August 7, 2017), 
https://www.sec.gov/files/observations-from-cybersecurity-examinations.pdf

◼ Risk Alert, “Cybersecurity: Ransomware Alert” (May 17, 2017), https://www.sec.gov/files/risk-
alert-cybersecurity-ransomware-alert.pdf

http://www.sec.gov/spotlight/cybersecurity
https://www.sec.gov/files/Risk%20Alert%20-%20Ransomware.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/OCIE-Cybersecurity-and-Resiliency-Observations-2020-508.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/ocie/announcement/risk-alert-network-storage
http://www.sec.gov/ocie/announcement/ocie-risk-alert-regulation-s-p
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2018/34-84288.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2018/33-10459.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/observations-from-cybersecurity-examinations.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/files/risk-alert-cybersecurity-ransomware-alert.pdf




Annual review

◼ Must at least annually review the adequacy of the policies and procedures 
and the effectiveness of their implementation

◼ Should consider:
– Any matters that arose during the previous year – compliance, 

developments, rules/laws any anything else
– Any changes in the business activities of the adviser or affiliates
– Any changes in the Advisers Act or applicable regulations

◼ Different Approaches:
– Rolling topical reviews
– Event-driven reviews: compliance events and business events
– Concentrated annual review



Recordkeeping – Rule 204(2)

◼ Provides for required books and records

◼ Must keep copies of policies and procedures, including Code of Ethics

– currently in effect

– changed versions

– those in effect any time during the past five years

◼ Any records documenting the annual review during the past five years

◼ Treatment of books and records requirements for non-U.S. RIAs with U.S. 
clients and non-U.S. clients – note the Form ADV signature page certification 
to provide books and records directly to the Staff in an exam on request



Code of Ethics:  Rule 204A-1

◼ For the Adviser

– Adopt, implement, issue code to Supervised Persons and enforce the Code

– Define standards of conduct to be observed (based on fiduciary duty) 

– Require compliance with U.S. federal securities laws

– Record keeping for all Code matters

– Review of Code activities

◼ For Supervised Persons

– Comply with Code

– Comply with U.S. federal securities laws

– Acknowledge receipt of Code (in writing)

– Report Code violations to the CCO

◼ For Access Persons (and persons with whom they share beneficial ownership)

– PAD requirements



Key terms

◼ “Supervised Persons”: officers, employees and directors, plus others who provide 
advice and the adviser supervises or other persons who have “confidential client 
information” 

◼ “Access Persons”: Supervised Persons with “confidential client information” 
◼ “Beneficial ownership”: direct or indirect “pecuniary interest” in securities – who 

can get the proceeds of sales

◼ “Confidential Client Information” (in Rule 204A-1, called “nonpublic information”): 
under Rule 204A-1 and interpretive positions in this rule’s adopting release, non-
public information about purchases or sales of securities for clients (orders being 
worked), client holdings, portfolio holdings of affiliated funds and research, 
recommendations and advice given to or being used for clients

◼ “Connected Person”: (a) immediate family members (b) living in the same 
household and (c) sharing beneficial ownership in securities – usually includes 
others such as live-in partners



PAD

◼ Access Persons and, through beneficial ownership, Connected Persons

◼ Access Persons are responsible for their Connected Persons

◼ “Reportable Securities”
– Generally, all securities/investments

– ETFs and certain cryptocurrencies/bitcoins (fact-specific)

◼ Requirements

– Initial holding of accounts and holdings of Reportable Securities and accounts

– Quarterly transaction report – quarterly confirmation or providing to the CCO reports 
(contract notes/confirmations) of all transactions as they occur and confirming this 
quarterly

– Annual report of accounts and holdings of Reportable Securities and accounts

– Pre-clear securities transactions

– RIA to review and analyze all activities

◼ Treatment of discretionary accounts – on the RIA’s terms, must prove no control, 
influence or giving orders
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The Marketing rule: one rule to cover them all

◼ “Investment Adviser Marketing”, Advisers Act Release 5653 (“Marketing Release”), 86 
F.R. 13024, at 13097, Final Rule: Investment Adviser Marketing

◼ Now effective

◼ Applies to an adviser that is SEC registered (“RIA”) or that is required to be registered
◼ Excludes an Exempt Reporting Adviser – “ERA” – and state-registered firms

◼ Reaches

– Prospects

– Existing clients if marketing new services to them

– solicitation of a current or prospective investor in a private fund

◼ Revised definition of what is and what is not “advertising”
◼ Rescinds the cash solicitation rule – folds its provisions into amended Rule 206(4)-1

◼ Amended list of specific advertising “bad” practices

https://www.sec.gov/rules/final/2020/ia-5653.pdf


The Marketing Rule (cont’d)

◼ Subject to compliance with enumerated conditions

– permits conditional use of testimonials and endorsements

– permits conditional use of third-party ratings

◼ Enumerates permitted and proscribed practices for performance information

◼ Amends Rule 204-2 books and records requirements

◼ Amends Form ADV to require RIAs to provide information on marketing practices

◼ Updates the Form ADV Glossary

◼ Withdraws no-action letters and guidance on advertising and cash solicitation

◼ A solicitation arrangement covers all forms of compensation, rather than only cash 
compensation

◼ Includes limited exemptions from certain conditions for de minimis payments

◼ Enumerates the types of disciplinary events that would trigger the rule’s 
disqualification provisions



Before you get to the Marketing rule …

◼ Before one analyzes materials and liability under Advisers Act Rule 206(4)-1, consider the antifraud provisions 
of the federal securities laws, the CEA and the rules thereunder, and FINRA and NFA rules

◼ All materials must be materially correct with no material misstatements or omissions; no half truths

◼ Not only intent, but in certain instances, negligence, will suffice to confer liability

– Securities Act of 1933 Sections 12 and 17(a) and certain of the rules thereunder, including Rule 156

– Securities Exchange Act of 1934 Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 thereunder

– Advisers Act Sections 206(1), (2) and (4) and the rules thereunder, in particular, Rule 206(4)-8

– For an SEC registered fund (“RIC”), consider the provisions of the Investment Company Act of 1940 and 
the rules thereunder

– Where a BD is involved in offering for sale the securities of a private fund or a RIC, consider FINRA rules

– If you state that you are GIPS compliant, you must be and be able to prove it

– Are you a CTA or a CPO for a pooled investment vehicle caught under the Commodity Exchange Act? 
Consider and comply with provisions of the CEO, CFTC Regulations and NFA Compliance rules

◼ Have written policies and procedures reasonably designed

◼ Monitor, test and address issues as they arise

◼ Validate via annual review

◼ Consider deficiencies cited in Division of Examination Risk Alerts and NFA and FINRA pronouncements

◼ Read and understand Staff no-action letters that are/remain relevant – many will be rescinded

◼ Take on board the “lessons learned” from Enforcement actions and court cases



The general prohibitions – “principles-based”

Apply to every advertisement. An advertisement cannot:

1. “Include any untrue statement of a material fact, or omit to state a material fact necessary in order 
to make the statement made, in the light of the circumstances under which it was made, not 
misleading; 

2. Include a material statement of fact that the adviser does not have a reasonable basis for believing 
it will be able to substantiate upon demand by the Commission; 

3. Include information that would reasonably be likely to cause an untrue or misleading implication or 
inference to be drawn concerning a material fact relating to the investment adviser; 

4. Discuss any potential benefits to clients or investors connected with or resulting from the 
investment adviser’s services or methods of operation without providing fair and balanced 
treatment of any material risks or material limitations associated with the potential benefits; 

5. Include a reference to specific investment advice provided by the investment adviser where such 
investment advice is not presented in a manner that is fair and balanced; 

6. Include or exclude performance results, or present performance time periods, in a manner that is 
not fair and balanced; or 

7. Otherwise be materially misleading.”

◼ Each statement is measured on its own, vs the totality of all statements in the context in which it is 
made

◼ Each statement must be substantiated and records kept to support same



Advertising – First Prong

“Any direct or indirect communication an investment adviser makes to more than one 
person, or to one or more persons if the communication includes hypothetical performance, 
that offers the investment adviser’s investment advisory services with regard to securities to 
prospective clients or investors in a private fund advised by the investment adviser or offers 
new investment advisory services with regard to securities to current clients or investors in 
a private fund advised by the investment adviser … “. 



What is not advertising under the First Prong

◼ “Extemporaneous, live, oral communications; 

◼ Information contained in a statutory or regulatory notice, filing, or other required 
communication, provided that such information is reasonably designed to satisfy the 
requirements of such notice, filing, or other required communication; or 

◼ A communication that includes hypothetical performance that is provided: 

– In response to an unsolicited request for such information from a prospective or current 
client or investor in a private fund advised by the investment adviser; or 

– To a prospective or current investor in a private fund advised by the investment adviser 
in a one-on-one communication … “

◼ Per the Marketing Release, also excluded are

– communications designed to “retain existing investors”
– communications concerning a RIC or business development company



Advertising – Second Prong

“Any endorsement or testimonial for which an investment adviser provides 
compensation, directly or indirectly, but does not include any information contained in 
a statutory or regulatory notice, filing, or other required communication, provided that 
such information is reasonably designed to satisfy the requirements of such notice, 
filing, or other required communication.”



Amendments to Form ADV, books and records

◼ Form ADV Part 1 Item 5.L – update in the annual amendment, answer “yes” or “no” Qs
– Must state whether any advertisements include performance results

– Must state whether advertisements include testimonials, endorsements or third-party ratings

– Must state whether the investment adviser pays or otherwise provides cash or non-cash compensation, 
directly or indirectly, with respect to #2 

– Must state whether advertisements have hypothetical performance and predecessor performance

◼ Rule 204-2, the books and records rule, amended to require an investment adviser to keep the following

– Records of advertisements, clearances/rejections, calculations, supporting data, &c

– Records of compensation of any type, communications with third parties

– Records of communications to prospects, SMA clients and private fund investors

– Records of affiliates and promoters, and document their status

– Communications received or sent concerning predecessor performance

– For hypothetical performance and model performance – records of the intended audience

◼ E-mail archives are deemed to be an acceptable method to keep advertisements disseminated to clients or 
investors

◼ Can use cloud storage or a third-party vendor



Compliance considerations

An adviser is responsible for ensuring that its advertisements comply with the rule,
regardless of who creates or disseminates them

◼ Must have advertising WPPs that are reasonably designed … Rule 206(4)-7
– Must be clear, concise and not open to interpretation

– Supervise and exercise oversight

– Compliance train staff

– Take swift action when breaches occur

◼ Compliance clear all materials – even if not advertising – and document the clearance process

– Non-advertising is cleared against the materially correct standard in Advisers Act Section 206 and the anti-
fraud provisions of other applicable federal and state laws

◼ Monitor, test and address issues as they arise

◼ Validate via annual review

◼ Consider the Risk Alert on exams for implementation of the Marketing Rule, https://www.sec.gov/exams, and 
NFA and FINRA pronouncements

◼ Take on board the “lessons learned” from enforcement actions and court cases
◼ Promoter status under the Advisers Act as an RIA and the Exchange Act as a broker-dealer – facts and 

circumstances

https://www.sec.gov/exams


Compliance (cont’d)

◼ Re “untrue or misleading implication or inference”: a general language disclaimer “would not overcome 
this general prohibition”

◼ Disclaimers have limited, if any, effect Exercise oversight over Supervised Persons, Related Persons and 
third parties, and document reviews

◼ Calculation methodologies should be clear, easy to understand and explain

◼ Disclosures must be simple, clear and prominent

◼ Keep records and complete files

– Must have original records to prove performance calculations and advertising

– Records must cover the entire measuring period of advertised performance

– Date of publication starts the record retention period

◼ No estimates/results from “spreadsheet portfolios”
◼ Supervise third parties that distribute advertising or any other materials

◼ Consult the Staff’s Marketing Compliance Frequently Asked Questions: 
https://www.sec.gov/investment/marketing-faq

https://www.sec.gov/investment/marketing-faq


Valuations

◼ Advisers required to disclose the policies and procedures used to

– obtain prices and value holdings

– calculate fees owed to RIA based on valuations by it, an affiliate or third party

◼ Risks: accurate disclosures? SEC v Beacon Hill Asset Management LLC, 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr18745a.htm

◼ If adviser or a related person values or calculates fees, address risks and conflicts of 
interest

◼ Accurate prices obtained and used for individual portfolios as well as private funds –
account statements checked

◼ Procedure to challenge prices and estimates

◼ Mapping trading and prices

◼ Procedures for illiquid or hard to price securities, side pockets

◼ Independent assessment of process

◼ GLG Partners, Admin Proc 3-15641, December 12, 2013 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2013/34-71050.pdf

https://www.sec.gov/litigation/litreleases/lr18745a.htm
http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2013/34-71050.pdf


Fees

◼ Disclose in Form ADV Part 2A Item 4

– who calculates fees

– Which valuations are used

◼ If the RIA or an affiliate does this, it is a conflict of interest to be disclosed in 
Form ADV Part 2A Item 10, with the means to address this

◼ Record fee information in the IMA and enter correctly into systems – check it 
constantly

◼ If there are changes, note them promptly

◼ Always review fee information in records and systems (at last quarterly) to 
ensure that it is correct and current

◼ Address errors when they arise

Equitas, Admin Proc 3-15585 (23 October 2013) www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2013/34-
70743.pdf

In the Matter of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney, LLC, Admin Proc 3-17773 (13 January 2017), 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79794.pdf

In the Matter of Citibank Global Markets Inc, Admin Proc 3- 17817 (26 January 2017) 
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79882.pdf

http://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2013/34-70743.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79794.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/litigation/admin/2017/34-79882.pdf


“Pay to play”: Rule 206(4)-5

◼ Designed to prevent U.S. local or state political contributions from affecting the 
selection of adviser or fund 

◼ Applies to any advisers (registered or unregistered) that provide or seek to advise 
U.S. state or municipal governments, including pension plans 

◼ Includes advice through a pooled investment vehicle

◼ Three elements

• Two-year time out after contribution

• Ban on use of a solicitor or “placement agent” that is not a “regulated person” – basically, 
an SEC registered broker or adviser

• Prohibits “bundling” of contributions



“Participating Affiliates”

◼ An affiliate of an RIA that gives research, advice or recommendations to the RIA 
for it to use for or give to its U.S. clients

◼ Must establish bona fide affiliation through “control”
◼ Cannot “engineer” a participating affiliate relationship to avoid registration – this 

is doing indirectly what cannot be done directly (Advisers Act Section 208(d))

Participating Affiliates are established through a series of SEC Staff 

no-action letters, reaffirmed by the SEC in Release 3222

Mercury Asset Management plc (16 April 1993); Kleinwort Benson Investment Management 

Limited, et al. (15 December 1993); Murray Johnstone Holdings Limited, et al. (7 October 

1994); ABN AMRO Bank N.V., et al. (1 July 1997); and Royal Bank of Canada, et al. (3 June 

1998).



What is required for Participating Affiliates?

◼ “Participating affiliate” does not have to register with SEC
– Must sign a participating affiliate agreement

– Relevant personnel are “associated persons” that comply with the RIA’s Code of Ethics 
personal account dealing requirements

– May give only research, advice and recommendations

– Must keep records of what it does for the RIA

– SEC must have adequate access to trading and other records of the participating affiliate

– Form ADV Part 2 disclosure of associated persons

◼ SEC registered adviser must exercise oversight over and supervise the participating affiliate in its 
role – failure to supervise is actionable under Advisers Act Section 203(e)(6)

◼ The participating affiliate no-action letters were issued by the Staff of the SEC’s Division of 
Investment Management (“IM”) pursuant to delegated authority

– The no-action letters only deal with matters arising under Advisers Act

– Because the letters were issued by IM pursuant to delegated authority and not the Staff of 
the SEC’s Division of Market Regulation (“MR”, now Trading and Markets), IM had no 
authority to act on matters outside the Advisers Act – in particular, the Exchange Act and 
brokerage. This would have required action by MR and MR took no positon in these letters. 
As such, it does not appear possible under these letters for associated persons to give 
orders to buy or sell securities or manage assets on a discretionary basis  



Brokerage

◼ The term “broker” is defined in Exchange Act Section 3(a)(4)

◼ This includes a non-U.S. person that, using the “means of interstate commerce”
• solicits and/or effects transactions in securities for the account of others 

• receives transaction-based compensation

• holds itself out as such (e.g. directly or by being amenable … )

◼ Such person would be a broker and, absent an exception, exemption, rule or no-
action letter, must (1) cease the activity, (2) use an SEC registered broker-dealer, 
(3) register as a broker-dealer with the SEC – or (4) risk being sued by the SEC

◼ Covers … 
– Trading

– M&A activities

– Soliciting the purchase or sale of securities of a private fund



Relevant SEC Staff no-action letters

SEC Staff issued no-action letters providing that a firm that transmits orders to 
brokers/banks for execution, does not hold client funds or securities, does not 
solicit a client for an order, does not send the client research with the purpose of 
receiving an order and does not receive transaction-based compensation for these 
activities is not required to register with the SEC as a broker

◼ This posits no client involvement in the process of effecting a transaction –
from research through formation of advice or recommendation to placing the 
order, execution and matching, clearing and settlement

No-action relief denied where the firm’s activities were more extensive e.g., 
soliciting trades or sending research

◼ Client-facing involvement to obtain, receive or effect an order to buy or sell 
securities



Exemption from BD registration: Rule 15a-6

◼ Exemption from SEC broker-dealer registration for non-U.S. entities that 
engage in certain activities with U.S. investors 

◼ Rule 15a-6 permits (subject to conditions)

– Sending research to and soliciting major U.S. institutional investors

– Soliciting and executing trades with or for U.S. institutional investors - restrictions 
on calling, visiting and sending research

– Executing bona fide unsolicited transaction with a U.S. person client – hard to 
establish and, despite Rule 15a-6 SEC Staff FAQ 9 permitting “more than one” such 
transaction, not possible for expanded brokerage activities or solicitations

– Engaging in “principal to principal” trades directly with registered broker-dealers 
and certain other entities

◼ Generally, Rule 15a-6 is not available when dealing with individuals – only the 
two enumerated types of institutions

◼ A U.S. person cannot rely upon Rule 15a-6



Key definitions for Rule 15a-6

◼ The SEC defined "solicitation" in 1989 when it adopted Rule 15a-6 and gave it a 
broad meaning -- even a single act to open an account or encourage a person to buy 
or sell a security is a solicitation. This broad definition remains in place today. 
"Registration Requirements for Foreign Broker-Dealers", Exchange Act Release 
27017, 54 FR 30013 (July 13, 1989)

◼ Major U.S. institutional investor:  any entity that owns, controls or has under 
management more than $100m in aggregate financial assets

◼ U.S. institutional investor:  1940 Act registered investment company; bank, savings 
and loan association, insurance company, business development company, small 
business investment company or employee benefit plan defined in Securities Act 
Regulation D Rule 501(a)(1); private business development company defined in Rule 
501(a)(2) of Regulation D; an organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the U.S. 
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended; or trust defined in Rule 501(a)(7) of 
Regulation D



Outset Global LLP (Sept 30, 2019)



Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

• It’s an anti-bribery statute

• It’s a books and records and
controls statute

• It requires internal controls

• Paying or offering to pay anything of value directly or indirectly to any "foreign official" to 

influence corruptly any official act or decision; inducing a violation of a lawful duty; or 

securing any improper advantage in order to obtain or retain business for any person



Division of Examinations

◼ Approximately 1,000 staff

– Lawyers 

– Accountants

– MBAs

– Industry veterans (brokers, traders, compliance professionals)

◼ Where are we:

– Washington, DC

– 11 regional offices

◼ Entities examined:

– Approximately 4,000 broker-dealers

– As of November 1, 2022, 15,423 RIAs

– Other registrant types including RICs, exchanges, SROs such as FINRA 
and the MSRB, municipal advisors, clearing agencies, transfer agents, &c.  



Examinations

◼ Section 204 of the Advisers Act gives the SEC authority to conduct 
examinations of records advisers are required to keep

◼ SEC has used this authority to establish the National Examination Program 
(“NEP”) to analyze and evaluate advisers’ compliance with regulatory 
requirements

◼ Why exam firms?

– Prevent/detect fraud and violations of federal securities laws

– Promote compliance with federal securities laws

– Inform policy (e.g., evaluating the application of new rules and role of 
new products)

– Monitor risk: gather information on industry trends, risks



Determining which advisers to examine

◼ Risk based approach

◼ Risks to focus on – constantly being reviewed

◼ Data analytics - which firms exhibit an elevated Risk Profile given their 
business activities, conflicts, and regulatory history

◼ NEP considers the exam program priorities as well as information from 
multiple sources, including tips and complaints, to identify focus areas to 
review and which registrants to examine

28,000+ 
Registered 

Market 
Participants

1,000 
Examiners



Selecting the firm – risk assessment
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Types of examinations

▪ Risk-priority exams 

▪ High risk business activities/practices

▪ Previous examination/enforcement results

▪ Material changes in operations

▪ Outlier data/information

▪ Surveillance of information

▪ Cause exams (Tips, Complaints, Referrals)

▪ Thematic/sweep reviews

▪ Risk assessment and corrective action reviews (follow up from 
previous exam)



Focus of examinations: identified risks

◼ Weaknesses in compliance and controls

◼ Business model (revenue streams, profit centers, products, business 
plans)

◼ Private fund advisers

◼ Affiliations and conflicts of interest

◼ Safekeeping of clients’ assets (custody)
◼ Advisory fee billing

◼ Undisclosed compensation arrangements

◼ Deal allocations among clients

◼ Brokerage arrangements and trading

◼ Code of ethics and personal dealing

◼ Valuation of clients’ positions
◼ Marketing and promotional activities



Selecting the firm/data considered when 
determining exam candidates 

◼ Tip, complaint, referral

◼ Material change in business activities

◼ Compensation concerns

◼ Change in personnel

◼ News/media concern

◼ Outside business activities of firm or personnel

◼ Selling or providing advice re high-risk investment products

◼ Supervisory concerns

◼ Compliance culture concerns

◼ Financial stress



◼ Disclosure history of firm

◼ Disclosure history of IARS/RRS

◼ Recidivist activities

◼ Outlier activities (e.g., performance, fees)

◼ Length of time since registration or last examination

◼ Heightened SRO or other regulator concern

◼ Newly registered firm

◼ Gatekeeper/service provider risk

◼ Safety of assets/funds

Selecting the firm (cont’d)



Due diligence/scoping

◼ Pre-exam research/developing examination scope - obtain a general 
understanding of the firm, its business activities, management and operational 
structure, and affiliates:

– review of disclosure documents (e.g., Form ADV Parts 1 and 2A and Form 
CRS) and marketing activities (e.g., firm’s website)

– recent news and events

– previous SEC and FINRA examination reports

– review of firm and individual disclosures

– review of relevant tips, complaints and referrals as well as enforcement 
activities

– discussion with staff from other SEC offices (where applicable)

– review any other SEC filings

– public record search

◼ adjustments to scope during examination

– adjustments made given real-time analysis of documents and information 
observed from interviews and business operations while on-site

RISK FRAMEWORK 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Qualitative Due 

Diligence

Candidate Selection 

and Exam Scoping



2022 Examination priorities

◼ Significant focus areas 

◼ Private funds

◼ ESG investing

◼ Standards of Conduct: Regulation Best Interest, Fiduciary Duties and Form CRS

◼ Information security and operational resiliency

◼ Emerging technologies and crypto-assets

◼ Exam “core areas”
◼ Marketing

◼ Custody and safety of client assets

◼ Valuation

◼ Portfolio management

◼ Brokerage and execution

◼ Conflicts of interest

◼ Disclosures

◼ “Reasonably designed” policies and procedures
◼ Oversight of service providers

◼ Sufficient resources for compliance



Arrival

✓ Offices
• Staff visits both headquarters and branch offices

✓ Identification
• Present IDs
• Warn firm about the danger of impersonation

✓ Questions and complaints
• Give supervisor’s name and contact information

✓ Does the Staff arrive by surprise?

– Yes when:
◼ Examiners want a candid look at the firm’s operations
◼ Examiners are worried records may be destroyed 



Explanation of the exam process

✓ Staff provides the firm with a plain language explanation of the exam 
process

✓ Goal:

• Provide firms with an understanding of why examiners are there and 
what may happen during the exam

• Reduce mystery and fear

• Increase cooperation

✓ Exam brochure includes:

– Purpose of exams

– Exam process

– Completing the exam

– Contact information for comments, questions, or concerns



Notice of authority

✓ In every exam the staff provides the firm with an official notice of the 
SEC’s authority to conduct the exam
• The Notice provides the bases for mandatory requests, with citations 

to applicable law

• The Notice also states that the production of information in response 
to other requests is voluntary

◼ The form includes information about:

– Penalties for failing to supply information

– Penalties for false statements and documents

– How SEC may use the information



Opening interview

✓ Discuss the firm including:

– brief history of firm

– organization and affiliated entities

– nature of business services

– description of compliance process and reports

– types and number of clients serviced

– employee compensation

✓ Request a tour of the firm’s operations after the interview



Request for documents: electronic documents

When requesting

◼ Avoid

– Hard-copy prints

– Pdf formats

◼ Request

– Native format

– Include meta-data

– Functionality available to firm

– E-mail header info

– Loadable into e-discovery system or data analysis tool like excel

✓ When reviewing

– Use of search terms

– Use of item-by-item reviews

– Use of screening and sorting by data point



Onsite examination work

◼ During exams, examiners: 

– discuss issues with all levels of firm’s staff 
– obtain and analyze information about conflicts of interest, disclosures to clients, 

sales practices, controls and operational issues

– drill down in areas where controls are weak

– establish a non-public risk-based rating for each adviser – high, medium or low 
risk – which governs timing of our next exam

– bring to adviser’s attention compliance issues examiners find for prompt 
corrective action by the adviser



◼ Continue document review 

◼ Continue analysis of data

◼ Follow up requests 

◼ Draft non-public examination report

Post field work



Data analysis

◼ Transaction data (trade blotters)

– Front-running, manipulation, insider trading

◼ Financial transactions (revenue, expenses, etc.)

– “Follow the money”
◼ Client information

– Location, duplicate addresses, PO boxes

◼ Instrument valuations

– Fair values, stale values

◼ E-mail searching

– Key words, who’s talking to whom, etc.
◼ PAD activity/outside business activities



◼ Identify independent, 3rd party source to validate/reconcile information 
presented

◼ Independent custodians (clearing/carrying firms, banks), customers, and 
counterparties (OTC transactions)

◼ Information should come directly from the 3rd party and not via the entity, 
organization or individual of interest

◼ Not always easy; may involve going to multiple sources and linking multiple 
records

– Records used for verification may be found in various locations

◼ Provided by managers, brokers, banks, mutual funds, insurance 
companies, administrators, accountants, etc.

◼ Is there a relationship?

– Legitimate business on the other side?

◼ Did the transaction occur?

– Verify with the exchange/counter-party

◼ Do the assets exist?

– Verify with the custodian/counter-party

Information validation/verification



Exit conference

✓ In most cases, examiners provide the firm with an exit conference

✓ The only exceptions are when Enforcement asks the staff not to have 
one or when the staff fears assets or records may be lost or destroyed

✓ In the exit conference the examiners will discuss their findings, which 
will be memorialized in a deficiency letter sent to the firm

✓ Questions to consider:
• How long will it take the examiners to finish the exam? 

• Will the examiners negotiate in the exit conference?  

• What if the firm disagrees with an identified finding? 

• What if the firm fails to implement corrective measures?  



Disposition types

◼ No Further Action Letter

◼ Deficiency Letter

– Highlights findings

– Requests corrective action be taken

◼ Referrals

– SRO

– Other regulator or criminal authorities

– Enforcement

OCIE cannot give a clean bill of health, a clearance or an approval



Examination red flags

➢ Information doesn’t “make sense”
➢ Documents provided by the firm

➢ Interviews conducted with personnel

➢ Information in the public domain

➢ Compliance programs/supervisory controls seem weak

➢ Domineering/controlling portfolio manager or head of firm

➢ Minimal disclosures

➢ Multi-hat positions

➢ Questionable “tone at the top”
➢ Financial issues



Common findings

◼ Adviser findings:

– Failure to comply with the Compliance Rule

– Regulatory filings are misleading, false, filed late, or omit material information

– Failure to comply with the Custody Rule

– Code of Ethics deficiencies

– Books and records issues

– Misleading or false performance advertising and marketing materials



Problems and conflicts of interest

◼ Disclosures made to clients are incomplete, misleading or false as to

– Risks taken in managing client portfolios

– Past performance of fund/client accounts

– Fees and expenses charged

– Relations and transactions with related persons

– Background of persons managing accounts

– Business activities

◼ Adviser is not complying with one or more of the regulatory requirements that apply to it

◼ Adviser obtains undisclosed personal benefits based on its management of client assets

– Kickbacks from brokers 

– Front-running client trades

– Personal transactions based on inside info

– Theft of investment opportunities 

– Misallocation of trades and cherry-picking

– Mis-valuation of assets to increase AUM



Problems and conflicts of interest

◼ Adviser effects transactions with clients

– Adviser buys from or sells securities it owns to clients at other than market prices

◼ Adviser steals or misuses client assets

– Theft

– Borrowing

– Illegally increasing revenue stream from assets managed

◼ Adviser intentionally allows inappropriate, undisclosed activities that harm clients



How can I be ready for my exam?

You must prove that you are doing these things during the year

◼ Ensure proper Compliance tone at the top

◼ Adopt, implement, administer and enforce the WPPs that comprise your Compliance 
program

◼ Keep an accurate Compliance Risk Inventory

◼ Keep an accurate Conflicts Log

◼ Validate your Compliance Program through monitoring and testing

◼ Conduct a meaningful annual review - consider a mock examination

◼ If you are a non-U.S. RIA with both U.S. clients and non-U.S. clients and you apply the 
Unibanco no-action letter

– be able to prove that you are applying the substantive provisions of the Advisers Act to your U.S. 
clients

◼ Understand clearly the definition of U.S. persons – based on residence

◼ Keep current all documents and materials that OCIE requests – books and records

◼ Use the results of your AR and mock exam and the output of your monitoring and testing to 
validate your Compliance program

◼ Always be ready for an exam



What do we do during the examination? 

◼ Ensure that everyone is present in person or by phone

◼ Have the CEO and the CCO welcome the examination team

◼ Have a secure room prepared for the examination team with secure guest internet access, 
water and coffee

◼ Give them a floor tour and introduce them to key players

◼ Be proactive

◼ Agree “ground rules”
– Designated point person for all examiner inquires and requests

– One off questions or requests to other personnel?

– Full access to point person to ensure examination moves quickly

– All document requests numbered and in writing

– Daily end-of-day meeting with examiners

– Who copies documents?

– Confirm whether the examiners want to talk to or receive information from or about 
affiliates, related persons, etc.



What do we do? (cont’d)

◼ During each interview

– Have the CCO and the person(s) being interviewed in the room, relaxed

– Write down every question and every answer and record them in a master log

– Answer questions in a concise, clear manner – if you do not know something, say so 
and give the answer as quickly as possible thereafter

– Correct any misimpressions or wrong answers on the spot

– Do not contradict colleagues

◼ Review documents or materials you propose to give to the exam team

– Do not change documents

– Do not market the firm as the examiners will already know who you are

◼ If you need time to deliver additional requested documents or records, tell the examiners 
and give them a delivery date and time – deliver per what you say

◼ Follow up, follow up, follow up

◼ At the end of each day, ask how things went and if anything else is needed



After the examination

◼ Comply promptly and fully with additional requests for documents and information

◼ Review, consider and accept the findings

– Query them for a better understanding 

– The Deficiency Letter will set forth the relevant Advisers Act positions and why a 
comment or deficiency is being raised

◼ Don’t “challenge” or fight findings – if you disagree, state your position clearly with support

◼ Take on board findings – start to address them before the exam team leaves!

◼ Respond to every point raised within the stated time frame

◼ Remember – the exam team will come back to see how you are doing, so be prepared!



Some lessons learned from examinations …

◼ Tell the truth, do not impede and do not withhold documents

◼ Poor compliance policies alone will be a basis for an enforcement referral

◼ Follow your Compliance policies and procedures 

◼ Policies and procedures must evolve as your business grows and changes

◼ Complete a proper annual review and have sound internal controls

◼ Resolve examination issues with the SEC  



Remember

◼ Examinations know who you are and have formed ideas and views 
about you

◼ The examination will help confirm their views or uncover new items

◼ Ask the examiners questions – you can learn from them as they 
learn about you

◼ You can always research the U.S. federal securities laws on the SEC’s 
website: https://www.investor.gov/introduction-investing/investing-
basics/role-sec/researching-federal-securities-laws-through-sec

https://www.investor.gov/introduction-investing/investing-basics/role-sec/researching-federal-securities-laws-through-sec


“The reality of CCO and GC liability”

“CCOs and GCs should not be hearing about

compliance deficiencies for the first time

when the SEC visits a firm’s offices
to conduct an examination.”
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